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This photo was submitted by John
Lemm, a motorsport photographer and
MGCC friend, John states....
I took this at Abingdon in 1975.
We were going to the Leyland Competition Department, which was in the
grounds of the MG plant at Abingdon.
We got there early and had breakfast
at a railway cafe. Just outside these
MGBs were loaded up on railway cars
ready to go.
Thanks John.....................Editor

The articles printed in this publication do
not necessarily represent the views of the
MG Car Club of S.A. Inc. or the Editor.
Technical tips and methods suggested are
the views of the person submitting them
and the Club cannot accept responsibility
for the accuracy of these whatsoever.

See details for submitting articles
on Page 4.
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Editorial
From ..Laurie Houghton
Editor

W
MGCC Clubrooms
Monthly General Meetings
Held at 8.00 pm on the second Tuesday of
each month at the Clubrooms. All those who
are interested in MGs are welcome.
“Noggin’ & Natter”
Every Friday night at the Clubrooms. Time:
7.30 pm - ~ 10.00 pm. All welcome for a
chat and a drink. Licensed premises.
Tea and coffee available.
Register Meetings
“T” Reg. First Thursday of each month.
Time: 7.00 for 7.30 pm.start. Venues as
advertised in Register Report. Everyone
welcome - even if you don’t own a Register
vehicle.
MGF Reg. Bi-monthly Second Thursday
of the month at the clubrooms 7.30pm
MGA/Magnette Reg Bi-monthly on the
third Thursday of the month, starts Jan in
odd numbered months, 7.00 pm for 7.30

e are back again, with no events
taking place we thought filling this
issue might be a problem, not so, in fact
I have had to leave out a couple of articles until next month.
It sad to have to report on the passing of
two club stalwarts, thanks to those who
submitted the vale notices and all the
photos, there were far more than I used.
With the full 2020 National Meeting cancelled the photographic and magazine
component were judged, congratulations
to David McNabb for receiving an award
for his “Best Digital Manipulation”
photo.
Our magazine got a favourable mention
with Bob Schapels Crosswords and
Tech topics , TD McNabbs cover photo,
Jan/Feb 2019, and The Life of Brians
Theory by Graham Byass and Brian
Lee, congratulation to those members
for their work.
The current tough times have see
Wllshire Trimmers cancel their advert,
sorry to see them depart, no thanks to
our Asian comrades.

Know Your MG Meetings
Third Tuesday of each month. Time: 7.00
for 7.30 pm. Start. Venues as
advertised.Everyone welcome.
Breakfast Runs
Now Meet at Veale Gardens, CBD South
Tce. For 9.00am starts. BYO everything for
breakfast. See Calendar for dates etc;
Mid Week Lunch Runs
Second Thursday in the month.
See the calendar
Motorsport Events
See Motorsport Report.

And don’t forget, please
support our sponsors
whenever possible
and be sure to let them
know you are an MG
Car Club member
Printed by Kwik Kopy Unley. Shop 7A
453 Fullarton Road Highgate SA 5063
Ph: 8271 7422 A National Meeting
sponsor
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
From Tim Edmonds

H

i All
I hope this finds you all well and
getting through the problems of life as
we now know it.
With me being slack writing this article it
has changed a lot, it has just been announced we can increase numbers at
events, it is going to make club motorsports easer to run as it was to be
only 80 on site with no spectators or pit
crew.
I have been learning how to use phone
and zoom conferencing for work and
committee meetings.
I would like to thank everyone in this
time with regards to clubroom use,

we are now starting Friday nights for a limit of
20 people and keeping
social distance, thanks to Berry and Bev
for their work in getting this done.
The clubrooms look good with the new
coat of paint, we will get you all back in
when the restrictions ease.
With no motorsports since the MSCA
sprint in March, July is going to be stupid with events every weekend, and no
trip to the Singapore F1GP this year for
me.

NEW MEMBERS

MGB REGISTER
SECRETARY
Vacant Position

Tim

The MG Car Club of South Australia
extend a warm welcome to the
following new member who joined in
the April-June period
We look forward to meeting you at club
meetings and events.
George Minopoulos

MGB

Neville Hewson

MGBGT

Michael, Janet &
Ian Aitchison

Morgan 4/4

Peter Duffy

Volunteer required taking over this
position, which entails keeping existing
MGB owners records up to date from
information supplied by new members,
and notification from members of ownership changes.
Ideally, organize a few group activities
through the year, whether it is a social
run, a tech night on MGBs, or a visit to
a business of interest, and report in the
club magazine on such activities,

MGB

The Register is currently being kept up
to date by the Register Coordinator
Ken Burke.
Contact Ken for further information.
Ph:0488 541 646
6
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MGC NEWS
MGC conversations with Richard Mixture, July 2020
When is a garage a shed?

people passing by would think that the
person who lives there is a collector of
MGs. There might be a problem though
as the size of the painted MGs would be
quite small. A better idea would be to
paint a Tiger Moth and if that is still too
small maybe a better option would be to
paint an Airbus A380. The A380 idea
might present another problem because
to make it look authentic you would have
to attach wings to the Nissen Hut and
that might create a dilemma in high
winds.

H

ello again, it’s Richard here. The
other day I sat down and had a
little bit of a think. With all this COVID
lockdown stuff happening, our lives, that
is Mrs Mixture and me, have
not
changed much. Sure, we haven’t visited
some of our friends in a while and it’s
given me a wonderful opportunity to
think about all the jobs I need to do.
One of course is cleaning up the shed. I
thought it would be a good idea, in fact I
thought it would be a good idea several
times, and, unfortunately, I’m still thinking it’s a good idea to clean up my shed.

Anyway, I had a little think about some
of the sheds I’ve visited around the
home of our nice, young Register Coordinator, you know who I mean, Ian.
David, who lives next door to Ian’s
home, had to find a temporary home for
his parent’s furniture as they were moving house. He chose to build a new
shed; in fact, he built the biggest shed
he could without seeking council approval, so it measures 5m x
3m. All I can say is that his
parents must have had a very
small house, or it is a new
model of TARDIS.

Anyway, talking about sheds, have you
ever travelled from Aldgate to Mylor
along Strath Rd in the Adelaide Hills?
Well just before you get to Mylor, in fact
it’s approximately, about 396 meters
roughly, before the 50kph sign, look to
the left, across the valley and you’ll see
a Nissen Hut.

Across the road from David
lives Mark and Sally. A while
back Sally decided to convert
their garage into a granny flat
for their teenage daughter.
While they did a wonderful job,
all I can say is that it’s a waste
of a good garage.
I just think there’s an opportunity begging to do a bit of artwork on the door. If
I owned the place I’d paint the door
black indicating a shadow inside and
then paint a number of MGs on it so that

Next door to Mark and Sally’s
home is Jane and Peter who
live on a ten-acre block. During the first
summer Peter the Pom decided to mow
the paddocks with a normal household
Victor mower – it took him ages, but I
8

can say he’s a quick learner because he
never did that again. To keep the grass
down they bought six sheep, two alpacas and a pony and a little later a
horse was added to their menagerie.
The animals were so effective that they
had to buy hay to feed them in summer.
Several rounds were bought and placed
in a large hay shed that the previous
owner had built. The only other things
in this 12m x 5m shed are a few offcuts
of poly-pipe and a lot of space. Even
their trailer lives outside next to the
shed. All I can say is that it’s a waste of
a good shed.
Next to Jane and Peter’s place is Paul
and Gloria. They both know what a
shed is for. Gloria is a fanatic Ford fan
and drives around in a large Ford Territory and Paul drives their 1966 Ford
Galaxie which tows their colour
matched, 1966 vintage Millard caravan.
There’s also a 1970s BMW convertible
in their shed plus an old petrol pump
and a few old signs. Now they know
what a shed is really for.
Around the corner is Martin and Sue
who have a rudimentary, two car, steel
shed with a dirt floor where they keep
their two cars, one French and one
Japanese. The C3 is cute but the Triton
is just plain common.

July 2020
Out the back of Ian’s home is a
large 12-acre property with an
old shed where the tenant’s keep
their firewood.
The previous
owner rebuilt this ancient, old
shed as it was listing to the east
at a sharper angle than Italy’s
Leaning Tower in Pizza, (did I
spell that right?). The timber
frame of the old shed had been
dined upon by several sittings of
white ants. The previous owner,
Jon, did not want to incur council
fees from building a new shed so
he embarked on a few repairs.
He replaced the dusty timber frame with
a new one, replaced the roof timbers and
reclad the shed in second hand corrugated iron just so it would look as if it had
been there for the last 40 years. During
autumn, the tenants fill the shed up with
tons of firewood and empty it out over
winter. I can’t believe how much firewood they consume – I’m sure it would
have to add a statistical significance to
Australia’s global warming figure. Anyway, Jon used to keep his tractor in that
old shed, which is a reasonable thing to
do.
At the end of the road are my old mates
Phyllis and Colin. He owned a ZA Magnette once. When he first bought the
place, there was a large carport along
the length of his house, it is about 12
metres long. Not only that, it’s quite wide
by about 8 metres. Some people would
like a shed that big, and Colin thought so
too. So, he enclosed the end and included a couple of windows to light the
inside. He enclosed the side and fitted a
frame at the other end to mount a large
roller-door that he brought from his old
home. Next came the concrete floor to
seal it completely.
Before he installed the roller-door, Colin
decided to fit benches and storage
9
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selves and cabinets and a few pieces
garage equipment such as an air compressor, a grinder, drill press, a lathe, a
fridge and more storage. By the time he
moved all his stuff in he discovered he
had a problem, it wouldn’t fit in. His radial arm saw was sticking out the door
and so was his steel bench. Needless
to say the roller-door never did go up,
but was replaced with a large tarpaulin
stretching out like a lean-to shed. Over
the years Colin has bought more stuff
and managed to fit it into his carport/
shed. The windows are about 80% covered with stuff, making a head torch
mandatory when entering. As I have
said before, if you want to enter Colin’s
shed you need to be slimmer than a
skinny rat to negotiate the two passageways. Phyllis calls it “Colin’s shed of
discovery”.

Around the corner and down the road
lived a mate of mine, Steve, who is a
very clever woodworker. A woman rang
him asking for help a few years back.
After a fire at her home a much-loved
chair suffered some damage. As it was
a family heirloom she wondered if Steve
could help repair it. She arrived at
Steve’s workshop with the remains of
10

the chair – there was one front leg, one
arm, part of the front rail and part of the
rear seat and a few charred remains.
Nearly 80% of the chair was missing.
Steve contemplated this ‘repair’ and
decided to take on the job. After a lot of
work and checking with his client he
completed the timber frame and it was
ready for upholstery. Once it was finished the client was over the moon as it
looked just like the original chair.
Steve’s a very clever artisan.
Now back to the story about sheds.
Steve started working in a normal single
car garage that was built about 50 years
ago. He needed a music studio as well
as a wood working shop but electronic
equipment and saw dust are not mutually compatible, so he extended the
shed so that it was twice as long. While
the dividing wall was well constructed, saw dust still found
its way into the music studio.
There was another shed on
the property that needed a bit
of work so Steve thought if he
made it weatherproof and
extended it a bit, it would be
perfect for his woodwork
shop. The extension added
about two and half meters to
his space totalling 7.6m x
5.8m, with a timber floor and
large windows looking out
over the Onkaparinga River.
He built a bench along the
windows and a radial arm
saw, a drill press, a thicknesser, a
grinder and a sanding machine lined the
walls. There was even space under the
shed to store timber. His old shed was
turned into a timber storage area too.
Lots of beautiful pieces of furniture have
been produced here including my desk,
made from two thick slabs of Norfolk
Island pine and some recycled Jarrah

July 2020
floorboards and joists. The desk is just
over three meters long which is just
large enough to store all my junk on it.
Sometimes I wish it was four metres
long but then I come to my senses and
clean up the mess.

there are some exceptions where a shed
is put to good use and there’s not a car
in sight.

Oh, by-the-way, Steve’s old Subaru sat
outside in the sun and rain. I guess

Rich

Remember ladies and gentlemen keep
‘em tuned and stay well, stay very well!

MGF & Modern MG`s Winter Run
From Neil William

All Members Of the club are invited and it really doesn`t matter
what car you drive .It’s time to dust off the cobwebs and get
those cars out on the road again .
Date: Wednesday July 29th
Start: Crafers Hotel arrival time approx. 10.00 am for coffee
leaving at 10.30 am
Finish: Tea Tree Gully hotel at approx. 1.00 pm for Lunch.
The run is approx. 130 kls and will take between 2-2.5 hrs
depending on how many stops are made .Many people may
know a lot of the roads but many new ones have been
added .The choice of roads is a real mixture .Comprehensive
run sheets and instructions will be given out. If people wish to
short cut some roads they can .
A regroup at the Birdwood Mill is suggested.
The run is passing many places where coffee etc. can be
purchased so staying for lunch is not compulsory ,
but if staying please let Haydn know.
Many thanks to Haydn Reynolds and Dick Manning for the
organisation.
Replies back confirming your attendance to Dick at
( centrallimos@adam.com ) ,
Haydn at (hreynolds@internode.on.net )
or myself ( nwmgf02@gmail.com )
on or before Friday July 17th .
We look forward to seeing all those MG`s
Cheers Neil Williams
11
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THE ANNUAL AUSTRALIAN
KIMBER RUN – POSTPONED for
2020.
From Mike Greenwood

D

ue to the present restrictions and
social distancing I know you all will
be saddened to know that I will not be
able to organize AAKR this year – 2020.
We are in uncertain times and do not
want to jeopardize our health and well
being.
I will instead make sure that the 2021
event is going to be one for all MG owners to enjoy.
As most members are aware our Club
was given the go ahead to use the
“Kimber” name as part of our annual run
by The Late Cecil Kimber’s daughter,
Jean Cook, when she came to South
Australia and to our Clubrooms many
years ago.
The first Kimber Run was organized by
Brian Ballard and I am sure there are
present members who went on that run
in I think 1995 or 1996 I am told it ended
with a dinner afterwards at the Grange
Golf Club. My first one was in 1997 and I
have been on them all since then. Date
wise the 1997 run occurred on 12th April in

1997 which was in memory of Cecil
Kimber’s Birthday( in April) but this is
when MG National Meeting are held so
1998 was 24th May then drifted out in
2000 to 6th August and then in 2002 we
held them on 27th October and from
then on remained in October /November
each year until this year
There have been other Club members
who were involved in organizing these
special runs, I became involved when
Mel Whinnen , Babs Crouch & Neville
Daniel organized one ending at Eagle
on The Hill with a band and one of our
MG owners played in that band.! Then
later on the Hough’s and then our own
current Club Secretary Berry Treffers
with help from Dick Manning.
I must make mention of the wonderful
help I got from Faye & the Late Jim Underwood during my stint of organizing
and there are of course many other
members who are part of the teams
over the years who help to get these
events underway and who contribute to

Continued overleaf
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before our run to the Copper coast, it
was a very cold morning where we assembled in parklands between the main
shopping strip and the river and the local group had never catered for a big
group early in the morning; they thought
they would have plenty of time to get
setup but didn’t have the water ready
for the obligatory cups of tea or coffee
and I had specified eggs on toast as
well; as you can imagine the troops had
driven from home and were expecting
nice runny eggs on toast and a nice hot
cup of tea or coffee; bugger!! They were
nowhere near ready. I think quite a
number did not leave Gawler until well
after 10.00 am for our normal 09.00
start. Some decided to drive on anyway
without the breakfast, after that I decided to scrap the provision of breakfast
and just provide a morning tea and
lunch.
Another event heading down to Victor
Harbour ( I refuse to drop the U in Harbour please note) where we started
from just behind the Arkaba and it was
raining quite a bit and I had wonderful
help by members directing the 150 or
so cars as they left onto busy Fullarton
Road. Now all of you know that there is
a rather spirited person in the drivers
seat and the rain soon slowed them
down, well for a little while anyway.

the running and who do it without question, this makes the task so much easier
knowing that their role will be done efficiently, which makes the whole event
such fun to be on seeing such a variety
of colours of different models of MG’s in
front and behind you, stunning!.
There have been a lot of AAKR events
which come to mind which were absolutely stunning and I am sure lots of you
will remember them as well. Like the run
to Balaklava! That stands out as a
hummdingga! Eh! In my pre-run organizing when we were to visit Balaklava I
had arranged for a roast dinner at the
Balaklava Racing Club and it just turned
out that the temperature in Balaklava by
the time our MG drivers and their passengers arrived at the Balaklava Racecourse it was 43 degrees!! And I had
organized a roast dinner for them, brilliant eh!! BUT to the amazement of all
…..every one of the MG’s who started
arrived at the Racecourse – hot and
bothered but there!.
Not all of the AAKR’s started in the Adelaide at either the Parade Ground or the
South Western parklands as has occurred for many years.
To avoid too much city driving some
started at either end of the City, one
started at Gawler, and what a problem
that turned out to be! I had arranged for
a local service group to handle breakfast
14
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petition. The Monaro boys got the shock
of their lives when this little old car beat
them all with their V8’s over the distance
and then joined and of course then proceeded to pass more of the MG’s before
driving into Wakerie.. I most probably
shouldn’t be telling you this but the story
goes that in the K3 the Tacho is right in
front of the passenger’s eyes and on
this trip Rod shouted out to Phil; “What
is 5000 revs in 4th gear Phil” and Phil
replied “Oh about 100 miles an hour I
think!” …. Not bad for a 1934 old MG!
albeit one of the finest racecars for its
time. We have enjoyed lots of different
model of MG’s in fact pretty well nearly
every model, I remember that Chris
Bucknell even tried to get the “R” Type
along one year. But most prominent
have been MGA’s and MGB’s and lots
of T Types from TA to TF and some J’s
and many saloons. The statistics are an
important part of my short spiel when we
were all assembled at the dining area
with everyone waiting to find out what
percentage their cars color was, it was
always a foregone conclusion that the

Who can forget being passed by a blue
K3!
The Late Phil Bradey was always ready
and willing to join us on these drives
bringing this wonderful and famously
rare car for all of us to see and did so in
such a way which frightened some with
the sound as he suddenly came past
you – That was him driving the K3 mate!
No one forgot that sound either! I do
remember him passing Jan & I on a
AAKR on our way to Clare when it was
again a heavy rainstorm and the flowing
spray coming off the rear wheels was
amazing, incredible, I felt so sorry for his
wife who was in the off-set passengers
seat seeing there is no such thing as a
hood! They had a bit of a relief when for
the morning tea stop Mel & Babs had
arranged for the K3 to be parked under
cover in the Town Hall entry while we all
had to make a dash for it to get our
cuppa parked in the main street quite a
way away. Then the time we were on
our way to Wakerie and he and Rod
O”Malley diverted to the Wakerie half
mile sprint track where the Monaro Club
were holding a quarter mile sprint com15
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red ones were winners because….you
know why!
I could go on about the time there were
2 K3’s in Mannum in 2009 but I wont!.....
I know there has been quite a variation
in the style the AAKR’s have evolved
from having Sausages on bread and
salad on a plastic plate I your lap in a
lovely seaside park to the full sit down
meal with a glass of wine overlooking
the mighty River Murray in Mannum,or
up at The Vine Inn in Nuriootpa but the
main thrust of the event is to give the
opportunity to all MG owners to enjoy
the comradery of like minded drivers
whether they were from our Club or not,
the offer is there to allow this to happen.
During the days I have seen quite a
number of MG owners and their partners travel long distances to be a part of
our event from the Riverland, from The
Mount and even from over the Victorian
border so our event is well known and
respected as a pretty major event in the
Club’s calendar. I have had the opportunity to keep these MG owners as friends
ever since. As the last General Manager
of the MG Car Company , John
Thornley said to a mate of mine from
Qld once …. Peter you can go anywhere in the world with those two letters
…M & G and I know from my experience that this is so true having been to

just South Africa and to New Zealand
myself and met some wonderful MG
owners.
Most AAKR’s number around 160 to
180 MG’s with the most ever being 201
MG’s in 2012 so it is hard to find suitable Restaurants or Pub dining rooms
capable of serving such a huge number
of people all at once but we will continue
to offer what we can to keep this special
event going, so hopefully next year we
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will be over the numbers assembling restrictions so please tune up the MG once
again and with the famous words…. Ladies and Gentlemen Start Your Engines…..Head for the Hills!! Or wherever
the AAKR instructions direct you to, there

July 2020
is a pretty good chance there will be
roads you have never been on.
Mike Greenwood – Strathalbyn 2020
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CLUB REGISTRATION FOR HISTORIC
VEHICLES – COVID-19 TEMPORARY
MEASURES AND MORE
From...Geoff Goode

W

hilst the current COVID-19 restrictions remain in force, including the
rather rigorous hygiene requirements for
members’ visits, the Club Registration
business associated with the issuance of
MR334 forms and log books will continue to be conducted by Arthur Ruediger and myself at our respective homes,
by appointment, until further notice.
Our contact details are shown in the listing at the front of this magazine on page
3 under the heading: Club Registration.
Now while inspection days are in abeyance, one of our team will be missing.
Neil Stagg, after giving 17 years of service to the owners of historic cars, has
resigned as an Authorised Person. We
offer him our thanks for a job well done
and will miss his welcoming smile and
helpful nature.
As a reminder for all of us using our historic cars, I thought it might be worthwhile re-iterating some Q & A regarding
the Club Registration’s Code of Practice:
Q: Can the vehicle be driven into the
street for the purposes of moving other
vehicles around without filling out the log
book?
A: The answer now is yes. All vehicles
on Club Registration can be moved up to
500 metres as they are now covered by
the “extension” allowance.
Q: How does one count out the ninety
days maximum usage? A: The answer
is from the start to the end of the current
one year of registration.
Q: If seat belts are fitted, do they have to
be used?
A: The answer, covered extensively in
my previous note, is yes. Children under

seven have to be secured in an approved child restraint.
Q: Can the “new” registration details be
filled in by the owner during the year
when registration is renewed?
A: Yes, as the owner you are expected
to amend the current Membership Year
details in your log book.
Q: What happens if you miss a year in
seeing us for a log book update, say for
instance your vehicle is “off the road”?
A: A log book is issued for a consecutive three year period. Therefore, we
still count that missing year so you may
need a log book replacement sooner
than you think.
Q: Are there to be any more three year
inspections and an annual Stat. Dec. to
be filled out and recorded by our club?
A: No, I think almost everyone now
knows this onerous aspect of the Code
has gone.
Q: What happens if a journey carries
over midnight before the destination is
reached, does the log book have show
another entry for another day?
A: The answer is yes. You have to stop
and fill your log book for another day as
a day’s journey is from midnight to midnight only. I hope that’s clear.
Q: What if another driver takes over
during a journey?
A: You do not have to fill in another line
with the new driver’s signature. Previous notification was incorrect according
to DPTI. The new log books will leave
the word “driver” out of the column, only
“signature” will be shown.
Q: Can anyone drive your car?
18

A: Any driver with a valid current
driver’s licence can drive so long as
they fill in the details of the journey and
sign the log book.
Q: What are the minimum conditions of
compliance that must be observed to
meet the Code’s requirements?
A: You must be a financial member of
the club at all times, you can only have
one current log book per historic vehicle, the log book must show the current
financial year has been signed off by
one of our inspectors, your vehicle registration must be current, the driver
must hold a current drivers licence and
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the vehicle has not exceeded ninety
days of usage.
There may be more questions that you
have, if so, feel free to contact me (see
page 3 of this magazine) and I will add
them to the next note I send out so all
members are kept better informed.
Geoff Goode
Club Registrar for Historic Vehicles

MG ADELAIDE WORKSHOPS
& A.A. Automotive (Adrian Akhurst)

14 Nightingale Avenue Magil 5072. Tel 08 8364 4988
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MGA / MAGNETTE NEWS
From..Sandra Cardnell

I

MGA - 60th Anniversary

n June 1954, a new model was given
the factory designation EX 182 with
the intention to enter full production by
April 1955. This new MG, the MGA,
was to be the “first of a new line”. At the
same time as regular production commenced, EX 182 was further developed
for entry in the Le Mans 24 Hours race
on 11-12 June 1955, to be clothed in a
lightweight aluminum skin, showing off
the dramatically re-styled bodywork from
MG.
The EX 182 development program was
derived from MG’s earlier design efforts
in two rather interesting cars. The private entry MG TD special, EX 172, built
for George Phillips and registered as
UMG 400, was raced in the 1951 Le
Mans 24 hour and performed well with
its aerodynamic bodywork until it
“dropped a valve” in the third hour into
the race. The subsequent factory development as the EX 175, registered as
HMO 6, directly led to a proposal to
commence production in 1952. This
was rejected by BMC’s recently appointed Chairman, Mr. Leonard Lord
(formerly with Austin and now part of the
newly formed BMC empire). He had
already approved the “Austin Healey
100” for production, just three days earlier! A further development leading to
MGA production was EX 179. The MGA
chassis and suspension design was
tested in a streamliner where international records were broken in speeds of
up to 153 miles per hour in 1954 (and
subsequently to 170 mph in 1956).
Production delays in early in 1955 led to
the EX 182 race cars being registered
as “prototype” entries rather than pro20

duction for the June Le Mans 24 hour
race, with the aim of demonstrating that
“racing improves the breed”.
The MG factory entered three cars in
what was to become the “infamous
1955 Le Mans”. Although two of the
three cars finished in 12th and 17th positions overall, the race was marred by
a Mercedes crash into the grandstand,
resulting in the deaths of over 80 spectators. Much of the anticipated good
publicity about the performance of the
EX 182 was overshadowed by the terrible crash. It is noteworthy that the two
MGA’s that finished, exceeded the target average speed of over 80 miles per
hour for the 24 hours of the race. This
included regular refueling stoppages.
This speed would have been sufficient
to win the 1950 Le Mans 24 hour, outright.
The racing program continued with the
Dundrod TT race next. Tragedy struck
again; after two more deaths, BMC officially withdrew from circuit racing.
However, the MG factory’s Competition
Department continued to be involved
with rallying in subsequent years and at
the same time supported private entries
in circuit racing. MGAs enjoyed some
success in the Alpine, Sebring, the
Monte Carlo, the Mille Miglia, Nurburgring, Goodwood, Silverstone, just to
name some events and all subsequent
Le Mans 24 hour events up to 1961,
where the MGA came 12th again with a
class win (beating Porsche).
The debut of the MGA production car
was at the Frankfurt Motor Show on 22
September, 1955.
The MGA was enthusiastically received
at Frankfurt and subsequently at Paris
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achieved 245.64mph with the 1489cc
engine.
In 1959, in order to compete in the next
class, the factory bored out a spare engine to 1506cc. The result was a flying
lap of 254.53 mph.
The records set by the EX181 in 1957
and 1959 still stand today - a remarkable
achievement for innovative design and
engineering.

and New York Motor Shows. By the
time it ceased production, the MGA was
the most popular sports car ever produced. When the last MGA rolled off
the production line in June 1962,
101,081 cars had been manufactured.
The MGA, with its twin cam engine
(highly modified), was further redesigned with special chassis and bodywork as the EX 181, to challenge the
land speed record for the class. The
first attempt at Bonneville Salt Flats,
Utah, USA was with the driving team of
Phil Hill and Stirling Moss. Stirling Moss

The MGA and drive

a truly great car to own

MGA/MAGNETTE REGISTER MEETING
17 SEPTEMBER 2020
(subject to Covid 19 restrictions being relaxed)

Andy Morgan from Richmond Motors kindly offered to hold register meetings at the Richmond Road showroom.
So, I called in yesterday and we have booked the first MGA/Magnette Register Meeting
for 17th September, 2020, 7 pm start.
It will have to be a different format because of the extremely valuable motor vehicles that
are for sale at the showrooms.
There will be no alcohol allowed, no food (covid restriction), but hopefully I can organize a
coffee van. This is OK with Andy.
At present a gathering of only 20 people is allowed, but I am confident that if 2000 people
can go to a football match, and thousands march from Victoria Square, that 50 MG enthusiasts may be able to attend the meeting in September.
Please keep an eye on the website for further information.
It will be good to catch up, and, as usual, all members are welcome. See you there.
Sandra “A” Cardnell
Register Co-ordinator
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Mobile: 0413 392 361

$30,990 is the driveaway price for MY20 MG HS Vibe model excluding metallic paint (RRP $500). Available at participating MG dealers
for new stock vehicles purchased and delivered between 1 February 2020 and 31 March 2020. While stock lasts. Not available to fleet,

∞$15,990 is the driveaway price for MG3 Auto Core model (with no added options). ∞ Available at participating MG dealers. Ends 31/12/18. While stocks
government or rental buyers, or with other offers. MG Australia reserves the right to change or extend these offers.^!Warranty &
last. roadside
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www.mgmotor.com.au/warranty. Not available to fleet, gov’t, rental, hire car or chauffeur buyers. MG Motor Australia reserves the right to change or extend
these offers.
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∞

∞

Mobile: 0413 392 361

∞$15,990

is the driveaway price for MG3 Auto Core model (with no added options). ∞ Available at participating MG dealers. Ends 31/12/18. While stocks
last. Not available to fleet, government or rental buyers, or with other offers. ^7 year factory warranty & !7 year roadside assistance T&C’s at
www.mgmotor.com.au/warranty. Not available to fleet, gov’t, rental, hire car or chauffeur buyers. MG Motor Australia reserves the right to change or extend
these offers.
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MG NATIONAL MEETING ALBURY
WODONGA UPDATE
RESCHEDULED FOR EASTER 2021
From.. IAN PRIOR, Event Director 2020 MG National Meeting Albury Wodonga
( This report submitted by SA Group Coordinator Sandra Cardnell

cardnellis@bigpond.com Mob: 0419169540 )
Next Year
We are still intending to run the event as planned for 2020, during Easter next year.
All the venues have been rebooked in anticipation. Of course this is subject to the
Federal and State Governments lifting restrictions on mass gatherings and travel.
We may not know this till late in 2020.
Accommodation Bookings
Apparently there’s a Hot Rod Show being planned in Albury over Easter 2021. It will
have a large impact on the accommodation available. Motels are filling fast. If you
are intending to join us we strongly recommend you make your accommodation
bookings as early as possible..
National Meeting Photographic and Magazine Competitions 2020
The judging has been done and we are pleased to announce the winners of both
the Magazine and Photographic Competitions.
Note, Awards for these competitions will be presented next Easter together with the
Awards for 2021.
THE MAGAZINE AWARD
Our Judge, Keith Mortimer is a former President of the Victorian Jaguar Car Club
and an avid car enthusiast. He was involved over many years in the production of
the Jaguar Club magazine. He owns several Jaguars and Rolls Royces; his favourite MG is the TD. He brings a wide perspective of Club magazines & very much enjoyed the experience of reading and judging our magazines. Thanks Keith.
His comments on some of the individual magazines include………

The Time Machine – Gold Coast MG Car Club
Great publication full of run reviews and people pics. Particularly enjoyed
“The history of the MG series”
My most enjoyable pieces:‘Peking to Paris’ (Aug/Sep issue)
and ‘MG 11/4 Turn signal conversion’ (April/May issue)
Best Pictures: ‘58 MG in the wall’ (page 29 Oct/Nov) and ‘Abingdon’ ( page
19 Dec Jan)

MG Motoring – MG Car Club of SA Inc.
·
·

An excellent 11 issues
My particular likes were
24
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‘Bob’s Crosswords’, The tech article on “Don’t knock wire wheels” (April 2019) and
‘The life of Brian’s Theory Series’.
Best Pics were ‘MGA in full flight – Life of Brian’s Theory’ (March 2019)
and the Cover Pic (Jan/Feb 2019
The Winner
Award for best publication this year taking into account the many influences in creating the publication goes to The Time Machine – Gold Coast MG Car Club. An amazing job for a bimonthly publication from a club numbering 265 and a production cost
of between $3.00 and 4.00 per unit. Tied for runner up are WheelSpin – MGCC of
Victoria and Opposite Lock – MGCC Sydney, of which I could not separate.
Please note the above represent views of the reader and are in no way critical of the
excellent publications submitted or more importantly the contributors or their editors
PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
Our judge Robin Page is well known to most of you being a former President of the
MGCC Victoria and the Director of the very successful 2015 National Meeting held
in the Yarra Valley. A prolific photographer of all things including our MGs his works
have been featured on the front cover of many editions of Wheel Spin. He holds a
Diploma of Illustrative Photography. An interesting ongoing commission for the Anglican Church of Australia is to photograph all their churches. He should be well and
truly blessed by the time he finishes.
Robin writes………
Thank you to all those who submitted entries. There weren’t quite as many entries
as are generally received and this was possibly due to us requesting entries by mail
in advance of the event. The aim there being to make the judging easier. On reflection I believe it advisable to revert to entries being lodged during registration on
arrival at the meeting.
To temper any disappointments I must say that all art, including photography, is
subjective as per the well-worn cliché ‘beauty being in the eyes of the beholder’. The judging was challenging as in each class there were several entries
that could have taken home the silver. There were a couple of entries that resonated with me immediately I saw them, and that’s the aim we have whenever we
take a photo whether it is of something ordinary, special or spectacular. I also believe we should be always trying to improve our photography both with our use of
the camera/phone and with editing after the event.
But the good thing is that people are using their cameras or phones when out with
their cars at events, or just cruising, to capture moments of time and their results do
just this. Any work beyond clicking the shutter is in the pursuit of personal satisfaction, perfection or a National Meeting trophy.

Here are the winners for the 2020 MG National Non-Meeting.
Best Action. Jeff Newey, Newcastle.

Caught the action with the dust and flying dirt, and as a bonus the
face of the concentrating driver.
Best Still. Mark Wellard, Queensland.
Continued overleaf
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Captured the cars with the nicely distressed sort of period background we would all
like to find when out in our MG with a camera to hand.
Best Novelty. Lyn Hayward, Queensland.

Viewing the line up through what could be a window, but is a print on a Tee
shirt. Well spotted and caught.
Best Digital Manipulation. David McNabb, SA.
Extreme manipulation taking a full colour image to a black and white line depiction,
complete with ghostly figure what’s more.
Until next year, keep at it! Regards ROBIN PAGE
2020 Photographic Competition Judge.
We’ll keep you posted on developments for next year.
Looking forward to seeing you all at Easter 2021.
Regards IAN PRIOR, Event Director 2020 MG National Meeting Albury Wodonga
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From..Bev Waters Motorsport Secretary

C

July 19th Hillclimb, Collingrove (unsure
if Multiclub/SCC Wintercup or combined. To be confirmed.)

lub motorsport is preparing to start
up again, and organizers are working hard to plan events within the guidelines of the Government rulings and
Covid 19 restrictions as currently known.
There are two events calendared at Mallala for July 12th, a Motorkhana and the
Austin 7 Modern Regularity Event, and
as the Police and the Government’s
view that Mallala Motorsport Park is one
venue not two, two events on the same
day with the limit of 80 competitors at
the one venue is not feasible. Therefore
the date of the Motorkhana has
changed.

July 26th MSCA Super Sprint round 2,
Mallala.
There will be many changes on how to
enter, and rules on restrictions at the
track, which will be advised in due
course.
In the meantime, ensure your cars are
ready to go.
Please contact me if you have any queries, but you will be kept informed as
things develop.

In the planning stages:

Cheers Bev

July 5th Motorkhana (not the 12th July),
Mallala Skid Pan

WEBSITE
Neil Williams and Bev Waters have met
with the webmaster and making some
changes and updating some information, so you should be starting to see a
few differences.
New ‘Gallery’ section where members
can send photos of Club events, ensuring they are clear photos etc,
Neil Williams will be authorized to be
able make any necessary ‘text changes’
to the website if needed.
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TeChical Topic
By..Bob Schapel
water get together, the products are carbon monoxide and hydrogen, which are
ave you noticed how sweetly car both readily flammable. Hence water
engines run when the atmosphere injection helps to prevent carbon buildis cool and damp?
up in the combustion chamber and surWater injection is a way of artificially rounds. On my “old” race motor (1976
simulating such conditions, as it damp- to 1995), water injection did a great
ens and cools the fuel/air mixture enter- cleaning job. Whenever I removed the
ing the engine.
(Laystall alloy) cylinder-head, I found the
One advantage of water injection is its inlet ports and the inlet valve side of the
anti-detonation effect, so I fitted it to my combustion chambers exactly as they
TC Special, when I fitted the super- were when assembled, perfectly clean
charger in the mid ‘70s, and have used it and polished, with no sign of any carever since.
bon. The exhaust side of the chambers
Water injection also has other advan- were only slightly sooty, displaying much
tages (and disadvantages). For those less carbon than expected. My “new”
interested, I will try to explain a bit of engine (1995 to today) is a different
theory, a bit of history, and a bit about its story, but more about that later.
application on my car. I will also men- HISTORY: I don’t know the origins, but
tion methanol (although I do not use it) it is not a new idea. Water injection was
because of similarities in the way it used in World War 2 fighter aircraft such
works.
as the Spitfire, Mustang and MesserTHEORY: Water has very high “latent schmitt. Sometimes a water/methanol
heat of vaporisation”. In other words, it blend was used instead of water alone.
absorbs a LOT of heat while changing I believe that those aircraft only used it
from liquid to gas (more than most other when the pilot was forced to turn up the
liquids). When it is injected with the fuel/ boost, beyond what was normally alair mixture, it absorbs a lot of heat as it lowed, when they needed extra power in
vaporises, hence cooling the charge and an emergency. The water made it poscombustion chamber. This reduces the sible to do this for short periods, as it
chances of detonation. Another advan- prevented the destructive detonation
tage is that the cooler charge is easier to which would have otherwise resulted.
compress, reducing the effort needed to Before World War 2, an Australian race
push the piston up on the compression driver named Frank Kleinig, had trouble
stroke.
The cooler charge is also with cracked cylinder heads on his Huddenser, improving the efficiency and son Terraplane race car. (I believe this
producing more power. However, some car was based on an MG L-Type chasof that efficiency is negated because the sis and a Miller engine before the Hudinert water vapour displaces some of the son engine was fitted.) Kleinig noticed
fuel/air mixture.
how well the engine performed just beWater injection also has other effects. fore it ran out of water and overheated.
Those who studied secondary school He realised that it was the water being
chemistry might remember the “water admitted to the fuel/air mixture which
gas reaction”. When red-hot carbon and made the car run so well for a short

H

WATER INJECTION
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while. As a result, he designed and
made water injection kits, which were
still available in the mid ‘70s, when I was
fitting the supercharger to my car. The
main reservoir in my system is still an
original Kleinig part, although the rest of
the system is a bit like Grandfather’s
axe.
MY SYSTEM: As I remember it, I sent a
letter and cheque to Frank Kleinig motors, NSW, and received his kit by post.
It was pretty simple, consisting of a float
and flexible tube in the reservoir, plastic
tubing and a jet to fit to the carburettor.
Adjustment of flow was via an adjustable air bleed hole just above water
level. I vaguely remember the instructions saying that the carburettor jet
could be fitted to a vacuum advance
tube port if economy was the aim, but
should be fitted in the venturi if power
was the aim. The instructions did not
seem to suit SU carburettors very well.
Because my supercharger carburettor
had an unused vacuum advance port, I
fitted it there, and because the car always performed well, I never changed
the system on that engine. It sucked in
water when there was part throttle, but
none at full throttle, and, as mentioned
above, kept the engine VERY clean.
I fitted it differently to my “new” motor in
1995. For the later motor, I drilled a
hole in the carburettor body, before the
butterfly valve, and glued in the jet (as
shown in one photo). I discarded the
old, disintegrating contents of the water
reservoir and fitted a windscreen washer
motor/pump at the bottom. I shifted the
reservoir to a position inside the bodywork at the back of the car (as in the
other photo). Although the reservoir is
less than four litres, I felt that this position might be better for weight distribution. I then put a T-piece in the boost
gauge tube behind the dash, and fitted a
pressure switch, which turns on when it
detects a few pounds pressure.

An electric wire runs from that switch to
the washer motor. Hence, water is injected only when the throttle is open
enough to deliver positive supercharger
boost. To control the water flow, I have
a small plastic tap on the tube near the
carburettor. I tried an electric rheostat
system to adjust the pump output, but
the simple tap turned out
to be the answer. I can turn the system
off via a switch under the dash, although
I have never had cause to do so.
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charge, and once again is used at a
much greater rate. With methanol, there
is also no inert vapour displacing combustible mixture. The cooler the charge,
the more it contracts and the denser it
becomes. So each cylinder-full, contains more molecules of fuel and oxygen, and that in turn, provides a bigger
“bang”. To summarise, a cooler charge
provides more power, but with such a
cool charge provided by methanol, compression and/or boost can be increased
for even more power!
Manifolds on methanol-fuelled engines
are notorious for becoming caked in ice!
One disadvantage of methanol is
caused by the large volume consumed.
This demands bigger fuel tanks, fuel
pumps, fuel lines, and float bowls.
Methanol will also not tolerate being left
standing in the fuel system for long periods between race meetings, due to its
tendency to absorb water from the atmosphere, which makes it gluggy and
corrosive. However, racers who have
maximum power as their ultimate aim
are often happy to tolerate such inconvenience.
I wonder if this old technology will ever
re-appear in modern cars. Perhaps not
methanol, but water injection could be
used to improve efficiency and emissions. Modern “knock sensors” could
compensate when the water is inadvertently let run dry. Higher compression
ratios and resultant fuel mileage improvement would be good for sales. I
guess the modern saying is “keep it simple”. I did fit water injection to my road
TC in 1981, but that was the “old system” and was just a short experiment for
a university course. Perhaps I should
try a “normally aspirated” adaptation of
my newer system and see how that affects the car?

To set the water flow adjustment, I bypass the pressure switch, without the
engine running. I then direct the water
supply tube into a small container and
note the time it takes to fill. The car
uses about 10% as much water as petrol. I believe that might be about the
optimum rate but I am not certain. However, because my car’s water use is the
same from low boost to full boost irrespective of the revs, and none is used at
low throttle, calculating the ideal flow
setting is really a matter of witchcraft
and luck! The system now only delivers
water when needed for anti-detonation
purposes, so it does not do such a good
job of preventing carbon/ash formation
in the combustion chambers.
METHANOL: This fuel cools the charge
due to “latent heat of vaporisation” in the
same way that water injection does, but
the effect is much greater. It therefore
provides much better protection against
detonation, and allows very high compression ratio and/or supercharger
boost, resulting in more power. Such a
cool charge significantly reduces the
effort needed for the compression
stroke and improves efficiency greatly.
Methanol’s “latent heat of vaporisation”
is less than water but greater than petrol. However, methanol’s cooling effect
is the best by far, due to the following
factors. Because of its chemical make
-up, methanol has to be used at nearly
twice the rate of petrol in order to
achieve the perfect mixture, (which uses
all the oxygen in the charge). The large
amount used, and the higher “latent
heat of vaporisation”, results in HUGE
cooling compared with petrol. When
compared to water injection, it still
comes out well ahead, despite water’s
higher “latent heat of vaporisation”. This
is because water can only be used as a
small percentage of the liquid charge,
while methanol is 100% of the liquid
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CLUBROOMS & COVID - 19
CLUBROOMS & CHANGES DURING
LOCKDOWN

Clubrooms – Easing up of restrictions
for smaller meetings and activities.

Painting of the interior of the clubrooms
by Nick Micklem & Son,
Repairs to the ladies wash basins with
new ‘hot water mixer taps’ by Mick Mitolo (mens to be completed soon),
Trophy display cabinet rejuvenated and
trophies polished thanks to Peter Auld
Passage light cleaned and fitted with
LED lighting by Alan Cardnell
Berry Treffers has seen to all the curtains being dry cleaned,
Sandra Cardnell has organized for the
tree removal in the front yard, and with
Dick Manning’s assistance are replanting the front garden
Alan Cardnell has sprayed the weeds in
the rear car park
Tim Edmonds has had the honour
boards updated.

Covid 19 restrictions for the MG Car
Club clubrooms
Maximum of 20 patrons plus staffing
Friday night Noggin & Natter nights are
being trialled from 7pm.
Signing in of patrons with arrival & departure times.
Social distancing applies
Patrons must be seated
No sharing of food platters
Hand sanitizers through the clubrooms
Do not enter the clubrooms if unwell

LIBRARY NEWS
From.. Stephen Marlow

N

othing to report from the library
because of the lockdown, but I’ve
had a request I want to share with you.
Liam McKay from Melbourne is keen to
find a 1966 MGB roadster his father
once owned.
It is (or was) white, and had Victorian
registration JMZ 550. The engine number is 18GBUH29231 and the serial
number is 00331451.
Liam contacted me because VicRoads
have told him the car is now registered
in SA. He’s keen to buy it back as a surprise for his father.
He’s tried all the usual online searches
without success and is hoping someone
from MGCC may be able to help.
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If you can throw any light on this,
please email me or give me a ring and
I’ll pass the information on to Liam.
Thank you.
Stephen Marlow
Club Librarian

?
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A VERY SPECIAL TC
From..Bob Schapel

W

hat makes a car special? Is it
rarity, originality or condition?
When all three of these factors exist in
the same car, no-one could dispute that
it is special. I was lucky enough to
closely inspect and drive such a car recently. It was a red TC, but for this car,
each of the criteria mentioned above
has extra meaning, which perhaps takes
this car beyond “very special” to
“UNIQUE”. This TC is VERY RARE
compared to others as it has only done
about 15,000 miles since new! How
many of those exist world-wide? The
ORIGINALITY of this car is incredible,
not because it has been restored to
original, but because it has always been
original and has never been altered in
ANY way! The CONDITION of this TC
is exceptional because of that low mileage AND the fact that it has been VERY
well cared for during its whole existence. The owner, Martin Barrett, has
had it for about eleven years but has

only driven a couple of hundred miles in
it.
There is nothing on the car which needs
repair. No-one in their right mind would
interfere with a couple of small bits of
mild “patina” as that would be interfering
with originality. It is amazing that the
paint-work is still original and in such
good condition. It is hard to fathom how
the original hood still looks so good.
Martin knows his MGs well, and has
world-wide contacts. He told me that
there is a low mileage TC in Italy, but its
condition and originality are not as good.
There is also one, in the U.S.A. although
that has done nearly double the mileage
(28,000) and that TC sold for $112,000
USD ($171,000 AUD). Martin’s car has
had a very small amount of work done
to it, but that is only on a few items such
as brake cylinders, brake hoses, rocker
faces, cam followers and side-screen
perspex.
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What was it like to drive? It was wonderful, as you would expect a virtually
new TC to be. It was tight and firm, with
no rattles, shakes or other vices. The
steering and brakes were great and the
gearbox can only be described as perfect! I have only imagined what a new
TC gearbox might be like, because
unlike other components of a car, the
gearbox is almost impossible to bring
back to completely new condition. Bearings can be replaced, but needle rollers
still run on “used” surfaces. Gear teeth,
end-floats and selectors are slightly
worn and usually the synchro’ is left untouched. This gearbox was a delight.
The lever mechanism felt like
new, and the synchro’ was perfect. I stopped short of testing
it to its limits because that
would have meant trying progressively faster down-changes
until I heard a “snick” … and
that would have been very
wrong! It was perfectly silent
apart from having a slight
sweet sound from the straightcut teeth when in first gear. I
love TCs and I don’t think I
stopped smiling for hours after
the drive. To drive it was a
privilege and a very memorable
experience.
Martin would like to sell the TC,
and his beautifully restored

July 2020
blue TA, to give him time
and space to work on his
other MG projects. He
does not want the cars to
go overseas and would
like them to stay in South
Australia, where they
were originally sold by
Motors Limited. Being so
unique (and some could
say “the most desirable
TC in the world”) the
price of that car would be
substantial, although I think Martin might
be happy with quite a bit less than the
price of that American TC, if a suitable
owner can be found. What Martin would
not want, is dozens of sightseers looking at the cars without any intention of
buying. Hopefully, there is someone in
South Australia who will buy the cars
and treat them well. The TC, in particular, begs to be kept with its originality
and condition preserved but should also
occasionally be brought out to special
events so we can all admire it and learn
from it. For serious enquiries Martin’s
phone number is 8379 8006 or mobile
0449 640 559.
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THE BLUE ‘B’
From..Sandra Cardnell
made a slight difference. More stopping
power needed, so off
to Moss Motors and
MG Sales for new
brakes. New front
discs, slotted and
drilled and new pads
and new braided
brake hoses. Nice to
inally, the upgrades have been
know it had good stopping power now.
completed (except that Dick ManA few more outings and it was clear that
ning thinks it needs extractors, but that is
a bit more oomph down the back strait
another bank discussion).
at Mallala could help the times. After
Alan purchased the 1978 MGB in late
searching for an “O” series head, we
2016. It is an import from the UK (only
found one under our noses. Craig
two windscreen wipers) and the not so
Steele (club member and owner of a B
popular rubber nose, or as Leyland
and a Mercedes) had one he was preGeorge calls it, impact absorbing black
pared to sell. We did the deal which
bumper model.
included an MGB head. MGA owner,
It soon became obvious that it was not
Trevor Dicker, was able to help us out
running as well as it could and because
with the swap part of the deal – no
Alan was going to use it at Mallala and
cost , just out of the goodness of his
Collingrove, we sent it to Ric Rismondo
heart, thanks Trev. TW Engineering at
at Bowden Motor Repairs just down the
St Agnes fitted the new head and all the
road from the car club. He rebuilt the
ancilliary bits and pieces. It had a tune
gearbox and because the engine was
at Dynalign (also at St Agnes) and was
out he had the crank machined along
once again ready for the Mallala meetwith the head. New oil pump gear set
ing in March (the last one before Covid
and the numerous gaskets, lifters, valves
19 as it turned out). Because we were
replaced, and a few other parts which
going to the Albury Wodonga MG Naneeded replacing. New bigger (15”)
tional Meeting in April he did not push
wheels and road/track tyres – he was
the car, but was happy with the perready to go.
formance (just a little noise, but you alOff to the fun part of owning the B, Malways expect something to be not quite
lala and Collingrove. Alan was competright).
ing at both Mallala and Collingrove in the
I have included a photo taken at Mallala
seventies and eighties in his Morris Speby John Lemm of the MGB, a photo by
cial and was keen to repeat the times he
Wayne Hough showing racing number
was able to do in the open wheeler (No
48, and a photo of the old Morris Spe48). Of course it was lighter, and he was
cial. As I said, Alan used this at Malyounger, but the modifications continlala, Collingrove, the quarter mile sprint
ued. A limited slip differential was fitted
at WRE, Salisbury, as well as the his(birthday gift from “her indoors”) and it
toric quarter mile spring at Victor Har34
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I hope you enjoyed this little history of
Alan’s motor racing interests

bor. He briefly held the record in Group
O up to 1500cc, at Collingrove – 38.02
in 1986 This car is now residing in the
roof/mezzanine at the Smithfield premises of MG Sales. Brendan acquired
the car as part of the painting and upgrading of our MGA in 2004.

Sandra Cardnell
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Prewar & T Register Report for
May 2020
From..John Bray

T

spaced in line with Convid-19 protocols,
however the excitement of being out in
the square riggers instead of pushing
shopping trolleys for their beloved’s
proved too much and a few friendly
greetings were exchanged at close
quarters but not everyone.
Dick Manning was delighted that he had
something to do on a Saturday albeit
cold but a TC with a heater is not to be
sneezed at, probably the only one with
that aftermarket gadget in the club.
John’s cortege arrived right on time at
11.00am accompanied by a judicious
downpour which saw members deserting their posts and diving for cover ,
some of course diving into the wrong
car, eg Dean Hosking.
A drive past of members of John’s Four
Wheel Drive club, his colleagues from
the CFS, friends and representatives of
Lydoch community groups was so impressive, a fitting testimony of the esteem that he was held by so many.
Emotions flowed openly stirred on by
the Scottish piper on the bagpipes.

he Register did not meet formally in
the usual way during the months of
April and May due to the restrictions of
Convid-19 placed on the car club and
many organisations.
Members did come together on a wet
and windy day in the Barossa on Saturday 9 May to form up with cars in a
guard of honour for the late John Neilson and to show support for his family
on the day of his funeral which was held
at his home in Lyndoch.
Members. I am proud to report that the
following members of the Register attended with their vehicles to express
condolences to the Neilson Family by
their prescience. Messers Bazzicas &
Ruediger-( Prewars), Schapel, Ewart,
Manning, Buckley, Martin, Hobbs( MGTC’s), Fisher, Cundy, Linehan,
Hosking, Forth, McNabb-(MGTD’s),
Auld,-MGTF, Pearson, Curwen-WalkerMGYA. Tamke MGRV8,Chapman-MGF.
Others in non marque vehicles, Willington, Bray, Wright & Finch. Members
rolled into the street and formed up on
the opposite side of the road , suitably
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then had a Morris Cooper S was
shunted up the line into membership
with Malcolm’s assistance and influence
as there was a waiting list in those days
for non MG owners.
Malcolm was
known for his friendly and cheerful personality however his amazing ability in
recognising and remembering part numbers over the counter was legendary.
I am sure that there is much more that
some of us can say about this wonderful
individual that help shape the destiny of
the organisation which is of course, the
MG Car Club of SA.
Future meetings.
There is nothing planned at the moment
until Convid-19 restrictions are lifted and
I cannot predict when and what allowances will be made, however I will notify
members through email transmissions
when I have clarity on the situation.
Register gossip.
Surprisingly there is not much to report,
practically nothing really, a lot of jobs
have been done at homes and residences apparently , not much on cars ,
however I can report that one enthusiast
installing a five speed gearbox in a TC
somewhere in the hills ,very near where
in 1836 sailors jumped ship, Coromandel Valley I think, has tracked his purchase around the world only to find that
the vital component has found its way to
Honolulu .
Sad really, but good that
technology allowed him to follow its passage all that way from the UK to Melbourne and onto Honolulu.
Member Nigel Johns is looking for some
bucket style seats for a “special” that he
is building (not sure what) B Type seats
might suit he says. 0419808370 Call
if you have something.
Brian Forth told me at Lyndoch that he
purchased the old green TD in very
early seventies from the front yard of a
house in Torrensville, just needed a battery to get it going, he has done nothing

Vale the serial pest. What an amazing
individual was John Neilson in the history of the MG Car Club of SA, a huge
practical joker, likable larrikin , father
and family icon.
John served the car club in the seventies, famous for his wheel spinning exploits in the red TC that now sits forlornly in the shed, he always wanted to
bring it back into the fold, however
health issues slowed progress down
completely but his daughter Anthea and
his son in law have indicated they want
to resurrect it in honour of their dad.
John was T Register secretary 197071, 72-73, 75-76. MG Car Club Member
of the Year 1972-73 , Secretary of
MGCCSA . Owner of TC 8908, enthusiast , MG tragic & a really great bloke.
I received lovely responses from Judy
Neilson and his daughter post the event
which is included here for you to read
after what had to be a sad but wonderful
testimonial and celebration for John’s
life.
Vale Malcolm ‘Bluey” Caire
On 2 May a founding member of our MG
Car Club, Malcolm Caire sadly passed
away in his 98th year. On 10th April
1956 he was elected to the committee of
the car club and maintained his enthusiasm for the club for at least 50 years
that I know of. There is a lovely tribute
to him in the car club’s book on the first
fifty years, Marque Of Respect. His
work and reputation at Motors Limited ,
then in Gilbert Street endeared him to
many owners of MG cars and he was
responsible for introducing some notable and long term members to our club. I
remember him fondly in the early sixties
when I had my first MG, a TD in not so
good condition, Malcolm was always
helping me with spare parts and advice.
Peter Auld was encouraged to join and
follow the marque of MG by Malcolm all
those years ago. Andrew Willington who
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to it since! Maybe it is still running on
the old Castrol X , bout time he
changed the oil you would think. Anyway Forthy, you have to one of the
lucky ones, just ask Mozza & Geoff
Glasson.
The wrap.
Yes , that is about it hopefully a more
cheerful report next time after a resurgence of the Register.
John Bray, BOTR.
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Dear John
Words cannot describe the emotion we all
felt of all the vehicles that assembled outside our home on the morning of Johns funeral.
We were so appreciative of so many driving
from the city to remember a truly beautiful
man - John.
It was a very memorable occasion and I
could not believe the amount of vehicles
who followed with the drive through.
Although Covid 19 changed normal funeral
arrangements we feel that there would not
have been such a drive through of vehicles
etc. under normal circumstances.
Our family funeral went very well. My son
Peter did the funeral service and ulogy and
family and grandchildren read out their
beautiful memories of Pa.
Again thank you so much.
Regards
Judy and family.
PS Can you pass on our sincere thanks to the
whole of the MG Car Club Committee.

Hi John, writing this email as a thank
you for the attendance at John Neilson's
funeral. if you could send this out we
would appreciate it. Thank you for all
your work in organizing the day. It was
special.
Anthea Neilson
To the members of the MG Car Club
the Prewar and T type register,
We the family of the late John Neilson
would like to say thank you for the
beautiful tribute at his funeral. Dad
would have loved to see so many
friends and MG’s turnout, especially
considering the bad weather.
The day bought back many happy childhood memories for us. Many of our
fondest memories were of being part of
the Club and all the events, activities
and having all sorts of adventures in the
TC.
We appreciate and would like to acknowledge that John loved the MG Car
Club and had lifelong friendships with
many of you.
In loving memory of John Neilson, we
gratefully thank you all for making such
a tough day a little easier.
Anthea, Rob Neilson and family
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VALE—JOHN NEILSON
From..Bob Bazzica

J

ohn was a long time MGTC owner
and ex Register Secretary, and
many great T register nights were held
at his home whilst he was the register
captain.
My earliest memories go back to when I
went to his Mum and Dads house At
Plympton to look at his recently purchased TC in the late 1960’s. He confessed that he bought a TC because it
was hard to drive and it would not stay
in its’ lane, and he figured that was a
challenge that he needed to overcome.

He was the father of Robert and
Anthea.
He was a lover of life with a warped
sense of humour, hence the “Serial
Pest” tag.
And he was a man with definite opinions, and will not be forgotten.
Bazz

Another event in his history with the club
was when we were coming back from
Melbourne and the Y type John was
driving broke a crankshaft about half
way home, so John flagged me down so
I could tow the Y back to ADELAIDE
with my TC. Before we set off he wrote
“ON TOE” on the boot lid of the Y. That
was typical of him.
There are many stories of him and the
Kraut (Bernd Woysch), that are too numerous to tell, as they go from the mid
to late 1960’s onwards.
Along the way he found the love of his
life Judy, and had 37 wonderful years.
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VALE — MAL CAIRE
From..Peter Auld

I

first met Mal back in 1957 . I had
just purchased my 1931 Model F
Magna and at 16 nearly 17 I had a lot to
learn about MG cars .
No manuals no books of any sort and
therefore open to help wherever I could
get it .
Motors Limited in Morphett street was
my only help . Malcolm worked at the
dealership and helped me no end particularly with a rather strange problem
my car had of pumping the rear axle oil
out via the wheels . Mal explained a
rather strange method of axle “sealing”
the MG had . Would you believe a cork
tube with a scroll cut into the surface
pumped the oil back into the housing
when travelling forward (just don’t go
backwards for long).
It was during one of my visits he asked
about joining the recently formed MG
Car Club and that Is what I did .Without
his guidance I would never have started
my life of MG ownership.
Malcolm was areal gentleman and always ready to help all you had to do
was ask !
One of the founding fathers of our club
along with 3 or 4 others they ensured a
clear path for our growth as a club .
Mal had two business location over the
years Grosvenor Motors on Anzac highway and Mal Caire Motors at the corner
of Springbank Rd. & Goodwood Rd (the
party man site) now demolished . It was
here I experience the generosity of the
man .I had broken the crankshaft of
MGA engined TF and he allowed me to
find the issue using his hoist. I was very
grateful to him for that. Malcolm knew
the TF was also my daily driver so he
offered me his lovely MGY saloon to
use for a few days .At around that time

he lost one of his mechanics and found
himself behind the 8 ball as they were
unable to finish reassembling a TF in
the workshop .I offered to finish the
build for him and it was nearly my undoing !!!..I completed the car and need to
take it outside the workshop for its final
wash .....Well just open the huge sliding
doors at the western end and wash it
out there ! .Well as soon as I started to
open the doors the door guide rollers at
the top dislodged and the door started
to fall back towards me ! A massive old
heavy wooden door was about to fall on
the car I had just assembled and of
course me as well . I somehow managed to guide this heavy thing just
enough to avoid disaster and injury
much to my relief. Malcolm was only
concerned for me And I was only worried for his customers car ! I am sure
many members of our club will have
memories of our time with him .
He started me on a venture of MG ownership ......no regrets !
He always had a smile on his face !!!
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TRADE DIRECTORY
Ann Calver
Real Estate Sales Consultant
RLA200675
Selling real estate, or know someone
who is? Call me for an appraisal of your
most valuable asset (apart from your MG
of course!!). Or see me personally for a
special MG Car Club deal as I regularly
attend mid-week lunch runs.

Ph: 0419 812 621
E:mail
ann.calver@harcourts.
com.au

dfshastie@gmail.com
Leath Hunt is offering their
2016 SHIRAZ
To Club members for
$120.00a case (12) as a Xmas special
Delivered free into the Adelaide
metropolitan area.
Logon to their website for reviews etc;
www.twotims.com.au
Email: lhunt43@live.com.au
M: 0412 646 931

TWO TIMS
SHIRAZ
2016 MCLAREN VALE
Rated 94 points
Leath Hunt: 0412 646 931
www.twotims.com.au
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Tandem Car Trailer –

I
MGY 1949 Maroon
Genuine Original vehicle, runs and
drives well. Excellent interior, paint is
aged. Original papers.
Registered till 14/4/2020
Asking $15,000 ono
Contact: 0419 215 859
MGTC Parts
A complete MGTC timber kit in quality
seasoned Australian coachwood
(including most of the original timber)
A set of sheet metal patterns for reskinning the body tub and doors (less
the firewall)
A complete but very rusty 1500 MGA
that needs a total ground-up restoration. The body is in two halves with
some work started and some extra panels.
I have the complete original motor plus
a 1622 and a number of complete Austin 1800 heads.
I am open to (sensible) offers for these
items and if there is genuine interest will
send photographs on request.
Tony Bayliss
0417 062 352
bayrest2@bigpond.com
WRECKING MGF/TF
Hoods, interior, motors, wheels,
head lights etc
Dick Manning 0412 818019.
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Ideal for TC, TD. Tows beautifully with
trips from Sydney and Winton 2019.
Mechanical braking. Near-new tyres
including spare, wheel bearings replaced 2019, light weight aluminium
ramps and tie-down straps. Fully galvanised. Includes new Repco Ratchet
Jockey wheel for easy manoeuvring.
Registered in SA S505TGZ with expiry
January 2021. $2750. Peter Cundy
0417 822 522

2003 MGF TF 120 Automatic Roadster
Transmission Type: Continuously Variable with Manual Shift Mode No Gears:
6 Pre-Programmed
Colour: British Racing Green
Interior: Black Leather Trim
Spoked Wheel Trims with MG Badge
Kilometres: 60,000 Approximately
Registration No: DD760M
Asking Price: $12,500
Contact: Maria Crawford
76 Gladstone Ave Kilburn 5084
South Australia
Email: mariacrawford38@yahoo.com.a
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MGTC SPARES
1.Front axle complete hub to hub inc
brake & steering components
2.Chassis complete. RH rail rusted but
repairable. Very straight & square.
3.Pair of headlamps inc 7 inch reducer
rims
4. SU Carbs 11/4 inch with new inlet
manifold. Also linkages etc to suitTC or
TD
5.Steering box, shaft & column + box
mounting bracket
6. Brake wheel cylinders, shoe sets
front & rear
7. LH running board
8. Front cowl (rough)
9. Starter cable (new)
MORRIS 10
Motor. complete minus crankshaft
Please contact Peter 0404684760
WANTED TO BUY
MGA chassis and/or body components
Please contact Peter 0404684760

MGBGT 1977 SPARES
Recon Diff housing. Filters. Many electrical items. New wire wheel hub.
Light lenses. Carbys Fuel pumps &
linkages. 2 x new rear axles. Inner
tubes. Steering wheel. Brake parts.
Suspension parts Tow bar c/- plug / ball.
Chrome wheel nuts. Many other parts
Contact Brian. M: 0414 418 298 to view.
Set of 5 1969
Steel Wheels
Good cond. Hubs,
Bearings, Chrome
trims, can be delivered anywhere
along the freeway
from Tailem Bend
or in Adelaide .
Contact Craig Nottle
M: 0429 721 217 or Bev 0411 511 689.
MGB mark
11 1970
Reg XAC
362
White with
black interior
Price
$14,000 negotiable
Contat Ted 0409 287 567
burrtnk@bigpond.com

MGTF 1954
An earlier
concourse
restoration,
Was purchased as
is, replaced
tyres and
battery, runs & drives perfectly.
$35K. Contact John Crabb ( Barossa )
0412 394 333

WANTED TO BUY
A pair of front shockers for a 1979 MGB
Thanks Kym Buckingham
buck1@adam.com.au
best contact as mobile is diverted at
times for work
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